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Constants

Electron charge �e� ������ � ����� C
Electron volt �eV� ������ � ����� J

Electron rest mass �me� �������MeV�c�

Proton rest mass �mp� ���MeV�c�

Neutron rest mass �mn� ���MeV�c�

W� rest mass �mW � ����GeV�c�

Planck�s constant �h� ��� � ����� J� s
Reduced Planck�s constant times c ��hc� ���� � ����MeV� nm
Speed of light in vacuum �c� �������� � ���m�s
Boltzmann�s constant �kB� ������ � ����� J�K

Gravitational constant �G� ��� � �����N�m��kg�

Permeability of free space ���� �� � ���	H�m
Permittivity of free space ���� ����� � ����� F�m
Mass of Earth �ME� ���� � ���� kg
Equatorial radius of Earth �RE� ���� � ��
m



Problem �

The highest energy cosmic rays are thought to be protons� In principle� a cosmic ray
proton can strike a proton in a hydrogen atom in the upper atmosphere and make a W
boson in the process p� p� p � n�W��

a� What is the minimum energy for the cosmic ray proton in order for this process to be
allowed�

b� If the cosmic ray proton has just this minimum energy� what are the energies of the
proton p� the neutron n� and the W boson in the 
nal state�



Problem �

Photons from a helium	neon laser �� � ����� nm� collide head on with incident electrons
of energy E� � ���MeV� Some of the photons are scattered back in the direction from
which they came� What is the wavelength of the back	scattered light�



Problem �

An x	ray beam with a continuous spectrum is di�racted from the ����� planes of a sodium
chloride crystal with a lattice plane spacing of ����A� The beam is incident at an angle of
�i � ��� from the ����� planes�i�e�� �� from the normal to the planes�

a� At what angle �f to the ����� planes is the beam re�ected�
b� What wavelengths are di�racted�
c� Due to elastic re�ection and also inelastic absorption� the x	ray beam travels only ����m
into the crystal� Estimate the energy width� �E�E� of the re�ected x	ray beam�
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Figure �� Figure for Problem �



Problem �

In the interferometer shown below� a narrow� single frequency laser beam� with wavelength
� and power P�� is split into two beams and recombined after the beams re�ect from
mirrors� The goal is to measure a very small displacement� x� of one of the mirrors� The
mean power P� striking the detector is given by P� � P� cos����x���� The fundamental
noise limiting the measurement precision arises from the fact that the light beam presents
to the detector a random stream of photons� The number� n� of photons detected in time T
is distributed according to the Poisson distribution p�n� � �nn exp���n��n�� where �n is the
mean value of n� Assume P� � �W� � � ����m ��h	 � ���� � ����� J�� and T � �� s� Find
how the error in the x	measurement varies with x� Find the value�s� of x at which the
error is minimum and evaluate numerically this minimum error�
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Problem �

The B meson �mass � ���GeV�c�� has a lifetime of about ��� ps�

a� Estimate the theoretical limit on the mass resolution for reconstructing this particle
following a decay�i�e� what is its total width�

b� Calculate the mean distance a B meson with ��GeV energy will travel before it
decays�

c� The rate for the B meson to decay to J��Ks is di�erent from the rate for the �B to
decay to J��Ks �J�� and Ks are the names of two distinct particles��

��B � J��Ks� �� �� �B � J��Ks��

On the other hand� the CPT Theorem requires that the lifetimes of particles and
anti	particles be equal� Explain how this can be consistent with the above relationship�



Problem �

A slab of dielectric with sides of length a
 b
 c is doped in such a way that it e�ectively has
only one type �i�e� sign� of charge carrier� A voltage Vx is applied as shown� and it is

observed that when a magnetic 
eld �H � ��
 �
Hz� is applied� a voltage Vy appears as in
the 
gure� If the magnetic 
eld is removed� the resistance of the slab using the x	leads �i�e��
parallel to the a dimension� is found to be R�

a� Show that the carrier density� n� is given by

n � �
��
Rce

VxHz

Vy
�

�Assume the semiconductor has the permeability of the vacuum��
b� A �ip	coil �uxmeter consisting of a coil of radius r is used to measure the magnetic 
eld�
The value of the �ip	coil measurement is e�ectively determined by the area of the coil�
Estimate the precision with which the carrier density can be measured if all of the
following hold�
�i� the radius of the coil is known to � �
�ii� the voltage measurements have an error of � �
�iii� the dimensions of the slab are known to � �
�iv� the resistance is measured to � �
�Assume �� and e are known to great precision��
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Figure �� Figure for Problem �



Problem 	

The plot below �see over� shows some radio telescope data� The radio amplitudes are
measured in �� separate frequency channels from ���� MHz to ���� MHz� each as a
function of the signal arrival time� as shown� The series of large amplitudes indicated by
the arrows is due to a pulsar� Dispersion due to free electrons in the interstellar medium
causes the pulsar signal arrival times to vary with frequency� We wish to determine the
dispersion relation and use it to estimate the distance to the pulsar� assuming the electron
density is known�

a� Consider an element of dilute interstellar free electron gas subject to pulsar electromagnetic
waves� Let z be the direction of propagation� In the x direction� the electric 
eld at
frequency 	 is Ex � E�e

i�kz��t�� where E� is a constant� The electric polarization of this
element takes the form Px � �nex�t�� where e is the magnitude of the electron charge�
n is the electron gas density� and x�t� � x�e

�i�t describes the motion of one electron in
the electric 
eld� Use this information� plus the wave equation

r�Ex �
�

��c�
��Ex

�t �



to determine the dispersion relation

	� � k�c� � 	�
p


where 	p � �ne����me���� is the plasma frequency and me is the electron mass�
b� Show that the di�erence in signal propagation velocities at two frequencies 	� and 	� is

v� � v� �
	�
pc!	

�	�



where !	 � 	� � 	� and �	 � �	� � 	����� Use the approximations !	 � �	 and 	p � �	�
c� Use the result of b� to 
nd an expression which relates the distance to the pulsar� D� to
the propagation delay !t between signals of di�erent frequency� If the average density of
the electron gas is n � � � ���m��� estimate the distance D�



Figure �� Figure for Problem 	



Problem 


Suppose you study the light from a distant star that is moving away from Earth with a
velocity v� not necessarily small compared to the speed of light c� As viewed by a
hypothetical observer on a planet at rest with respect to this star� the starlight is
approximately black body radiation with a temperature T�� �There are various emission
and absorption lines superimposed on the black	body spectrum� which we ignore�� An
observer on Earth observes the number of photons per unit time� per unit area� in
frequency interval d	� in the light coming from the star to be n�	�d	� Determine the
function n�	� up to an overall normalization�i�e�� what is the shape of the function n�	��
Does it still have the shape of a black	body spectrum� If so� how is the e�ective
temperature related to T��


